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This is just a reminder of the most important words of previous texts. Try to 
review them again and again in Nowruz holiday. 
 
Unit 4, Chapter 1: 
 

To tend to To be willing to; To like to 

To quit  To give up; To stop 

To come true To be realized  

In reality  In a real situation 

To fulfil  To realize; To come true; To happen in reality  

Steadily  In a fixed manner 

Dense  Thick; Close together  

Property  Things you own/have 

Investment  Something you buy because it may be worth more 

To escape  To run away 

Overcrowding  A huge crowd of people somewhere 

Dramatically  Significantly 

Inflation  A continuing increase in prices over time 



                                                                                                            

 

Necessity  Things everyone need 

To retire  To finish your work when you are old 

Salary  Money you get for working  

To afford To be able to pay for something 

Demand Need 

To influence  To have an effect on something  

Life expectancy  The time period people think they live 

 
 

Unit 4, Chapter 2: 

 

Difficult words of the text with their definitions.  

Lottery  A means of raising money by selling numbered tickets and giving 

prizes to the holders of numbers drawn at random. 

Suddenly Quickly; Swiftly; Abruptly  

To purchase To buy 

Financial  Fiscal; Related to money 

According to Based on; With reference to 

Affluent  Very rich 

Tricky  Requiring care and skill because difficult or awkward 

To employ To hire people so that they work for you in your company or shop 



                                                                                                            

 

Sensible  Logical; Reasonable  

Wisely Logically; Reasonably 

Unforeseen  Not predicted  

Garbage  Trash; Worthless materials  

To ban To prevent; To stop sth from happening 

To upset To make say 

Possession  What you have 

To arrest To seize (someone) by legal authority and take them into prison 

Extravagant  Spending lots of money carelessly 

Miserable  (of a person) Wretchedly unhappy or uncomfortable 

To hang out To go out with friends 

Mortgage  Loan 

Resignation  An act of resigning from a job or office 

To invest  To put money in some business to earn more 

 

 

 

Happy Lovely Nowruz! 
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